Dark Sky Lodging/Campsite Nomination Form
Read note at bottom! Complete and return to Stella@darkskyarkansas.com
Your Name (required)

Your Email (required)

Phone Number (required)

Choose between the GROUP FACILITY and INDIVIDUAL UNIT(S)
depeding on which one best fits youir operation.
GROUP FACILITY - Fill this field out ONLY where a group of
clustered units are located within a few miles of one another, are
marketed on a central website and guests come to a central
office location to obtain access. Provide the name of the business
followed by any website address and the geographical location of
the office facility. Location can be provided by postal address, or
Latitude/ Longitude. (example: XYZ©s Co. cabins, www.darkskyCabins. org , 450 AR. Hyw. 35, Dark-Sky AR.) (Lat/Long is
displayed on GPS devices, most smart phones, or google earth.)

INDIVIDUAL UNIT(S)- Fill this field out where ONE OR MORE units (such as cabins) with
common ownership or management are not operated as a single facility, or are in
substanially different locals. Provide a name or ID number, geographical location, and if
different, website address for each unit, placing a semicolon between the information related
to each unit. (unit 1, Web Link, location; unit2, web link, location; etc.) Location can be
provided by postal address, or Latitude/ Longitude. (Lat/Long is displayed on GPS devices,
most smart phones or can be obtained from google earth.

EXTERIOR LIGHTING - IF you have determined that each facility/unit complies with the
Responsible Lighting Requirements enter "compliant". If you are uncertain type "lets
talk". Somethings can be grandfathered in with a plan.

OBSERVING SITE(s) - All listed units must have a nearby open area where most of the night
sky can be seen. If the unit offers this, just say "onsite". If relying upon a nearby location,
such as a public park, overlook or campground already listed on Stella©s Observing Site
Map, please identify it by the name given on the map and describe guest access (walking,
driving, ~time and distance). Do this for each unit if there are multiple units and their
observing sites differ or access to a common site is materially different due to the units
being in materially different locals. For example, cabin #3 might list "onsite", while cabin#5
might list a public campground. You might list several potential observing sites if available.
If a new site(s) is involved, one not on Stella©s Observing Site Map, name it and fill out the
seperate form for adding observing sites to stella©s Observing Site Map. If this seem
complicate enter "help" and we will contact you.

Provide three or four sentences that you would suggest to be used in an introductory post that
describe your facilities/units services, opportunities or other virtues. Also, note if binoculars
and/or any sky guides are provided.

I have reviewed the requirements to be listed on Stella©s Host Map and believe
the listed units qualify, and agree to maintain Stella©s in room literature on display
along with any maps or directions needed to direct guest to any remote observing
sites listed above. http://darkskyarkansas.com/stella-qualify/
I have reviewed and agree to the terms of service. http://darkskyarkansas.com/
host-site-forms/
If text does not enter when typing, download and used AdobeReader to complete and save, or
simply send a document with the requested information . If you have question please email us
at Stella@ darkskyarkansas and we will get back to you.
Don©t forget to like or follow www.facebook.com/darkskyarkansas.org/ and from there join
the Facebook group page where you can make a post about your host business and
recommend it. Thanks

